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Introduction
In direct-drive inertial confinement fusion (ICF), a millimeter-
scale spherical capsule is uniformly illuminated by symmetri-
cally oriented laser beams.1,2 The capsules have an outer ablator 
layer and an inner fuel layer. The lasers ablate the outer layer 
of the capsule, which generates pressure to implode the fuel. 
The ICF program relies on radiation–hydrodynamics codes for 
designing capsules and tuning laser conditions to optimize the 
hydrodynamic efficiency of implosions.3 An essential compo-
nent of these codes is a model for coupling laser energy to the 
capsule ablator.4,5 

Laser energy is coupled to the ICF capsule primarily through 
electron–ion collisional absorption of the laser beams propagat-
ing through a coronal plasma that forms around the irradiated 
capsule.6 Because the wavelength and period of the lasers are 
typically much smaller than the hydrodynamic spatial and tem-
poral scales, respectively, the eikonal approximation can be used 
to solve the steady-state electromagnetic-field equations along 
ray trajectories using the instantaneous plasma conditions.7 

In addition to collisional absorption, nonlinear laser–plasma 
interaction (LPI) processes affect laser-energy deposition. The 
main nonlinear processes that are thought to be energetically 
important in ICF experiments are the three-wave processes: 
stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), stimulated Brillouin 
scattering (SBS), and two-plasmon decay (TPD).6 Stimulated 
Brillouin scattering is the parametric coupling between two 
electromagnetic waves and an ion-acoustic wave (IAW). When 
the seed and pump electromagnetic waves in the three-wave 
SBS process correspond to distinct laser beams, it is referred 
to as cross-beam energy transfer (CBET).8,9 

Ray-based laser-energy deposition models that have 
been adapted to include CBET predict that laser absorption 
is reduced by +10% to 20% (Ref. 4) and that laser-energy 
deposition uniformity is significantly modified in typical 
direct-drive ICF experiments.3,10 Hydrodynamic simulations 
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that include CBET show significantly better agreement with 
measured scattered-light spectra and implosion trajectories, 
but ray-based CBET calculations must still be modified using 
ad hoc multipliers and field limiters to give quantitative agree-
ment with experimental observations.11,12 In addition to the 
eikonal approximation,7 ray-based CBET models that are 
used in radiation–hydrodynamics codes assume steady-state 
linear convective gains, pairwise coupling between rays, and 
local plane-wave laser beams. Direct-drive ICF experiments 
also employ polarization smoothing to improve drive-beam 
uniformity by splitting each laser beam into two beams with 
orthogonal polarization and a small angular divergence.13,14 
This is accounted for in ray-based models by assuming random 
relative polarizations of interacting beams and spatially aver-
aged incoherence between the two polarization components of 
each beam.15 A more-complete model of CBET is required to 
test the validity of these approximations.

This article compares wave- and ray-based CBET calcula-
tions in the presence of laser beam speckle and polarization 
smoothing using the full-wave LPI code LPSE.16 The wave-
based calculations suggest that laser beam speckle and polar-
ization smoothing can lead to significantly more CBET than 
is predicted by ray-based calculations. To account for speckle 
effects in the ray-based model, a modification is presented 
that gives excellent agreement with wave-based calculations. 
Full-scale wave-based calculations in hydrodynamic profiles 
based on direct-drive experiments on the OMEGA laser sug-
gest that beam speckle has a small (<1%) effect on direct-drive 
laser absorption.

This article (1) puts the current work in the context of previous 
work on the beam speckle’s effect on CBET; (2) describes the 
ray-based CBET model; (3) describes the equations solved by 
LPSE; (4) compares the ray- and wave-based CBET models for 
a variety of laser and hydrodynamic configurations using both 
linearly polarized beams and beams with polarization smoothing; 
and (5) summarizes the conclusions.
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Relation to Other Work
The theory of the speckle statistics of laser beams generated 

by distributed phase plates was developed using the formalism 
of Gaussian random fields.17–20 There has been considerable 
theoretical work on the impact of laser speckle on filamenta-
tion,21,22 deflection,23,24 SBS,25–27 and CBET in the paraxial 
approximation relevant to indirect-drive ICF.28 Most of the 
previous studies of laser beam speckle in the ICF context have 
focused on ponderomotive self-focusing and filamentation. A 
recent study looked at the interaction between ponderomotive 
self-focusing and CBET.29 The present study focuses on the 
effect of laser speckle on CBET in the absence of filamenta-
tion because this is the situation most relevant to direct-drive 
ICF experiments, where the single-beam laser intensities are 
typically well below the filamentation threshold and multi-
beam filamentation should not be important.30 The simula-
tions were performed using a full-wave solver that does not 
make the paraxial approximation and solves the vector wave 
equation in 3-D, which is essential for studying direct-drive 
ICF where polarization smoothing is used and beams cross 
at arbitrary angles. 

Ray-based modeling of laser-energy deposition and CBET 
is now routine in radiation–hydrodynamic simulations of ICF 
experiments.4,5 Ray-based CBET models typically inject the 
beams as plane waves with an intensity equal to the spatially 
averaged intensity of the speckled laser beams that are used 
in the experiments. A recent study used the ray-based par-
axial complex geometric optics (PCGO) approach to calculate 
CBET between speckled beams and compared the results to 
a paraxial wave-based code.31 The PCGO approach gives a 
pseudo-speckle pattern that produces a statistical intensity 
distribution similar to a real speckle pattern over a limited 
range of speckle intensities. We present a ray-based model for 
calculating CBET between speckled beams that gives improved 
agreement with wave-based calculations by using ray tracing 
to directly solve the electromagnetic-field equations within the 
eikonal approximation.7 This produces a real speckle pattern 
that, in the absence of CBET, exactly matches the wave-based 
calculation in regions of space where the eikonal approximation 
is valid and shows excellent agreement with the wave-based 
CBET calculations up to gains L5. 

We also present a study of CBET between polarization-
smoothed beams. Ray-based models rely on the assumption of 
uncorrelated polarization and phase to calculate the interaction 
between laser beams that employ polarization smoothing,15 

but the limits of this approximation have not been previously 
studied because most previous studies were based on wave-
based codes that solve only the scalar wave equation for the 
electromagnetic fields.

Ray-Based CBET Modeling
Cross-beam energy transfer is calculated along ray trajecto-

ries by numerically integrating the steady-state homogeneous 
gain along ray trajectories using the local plasma conditions.32 
The differential change in the energy of ray i at the jth loca-
tion along its path caused by an interaction with ray k at the lth 
location along its path is9 
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m0 is the laser wavelength in vacuum (in microns), ~ ij is 
frequency of the ith ray at the jth location along its path in 
the lab frame and kij is the corresponding wave vector, ~s 
is the acoustic frequency, oIAW is the IAW energy-damping 
rate, Te (Ti) is the electron (ion) temperature in keV, Z is the 
ionization state of the ions, and u is the plasma flow velocity. 
aij is the local laser absorption length, which for electron–ion 
collisional absorption is equal to the group velocity over the 
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energy-damping rate c n nij 0 c ei ea f o=  evaluated at the 
local plasma conditions.6 The collisional damping rate is 

,e Z n m T2 3 /4 2 3 2
ei i ei e eo r K= ` j  where Kei is the Coulomb 

logarithm.33 Additional corrections related to laser absorp-
tion34 and the temporal derivative of the background density 
profile35 are included in ray-based models used in radiation–
hydrodynamics codes, but these corrections were not used in 
the calculations here.

Equation (1) can be solved in numerous ways that all essen-
tially come down to defining a procedure for breaking rays 
up into discrete segments and a procedure for mapping the 
energy of nearby rays onto a given section of a ray’s path. The 
discretized version of Eq. (1) is
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where sij is the length of the jth section of ray i’s path. Equa-
tion (2) is a nonlinear system of equations that can be solved 
using fixed-point iteration,36 but written in its current form it 
converges slowly because information about upstream changes 
along a ray propagate only one path step per iteration. The rate 
of convergence can be improved significantly by noting that
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which propagates information along complete ray paths on 
each iteration and has a negligible increase in computational 
cost for a single iteration because the term in brackets can be 
stored in terms of the Wkl by taking the cumulative product 
along the ray paths after each iteration.

The ray trajectories of geometrical optics are determined by 
solving the coupled ordinary differential equations
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where the wave-vector magnitude is normalized to the vacuum 
value .k 0f=` j  The solution to Eq. (4) is single valued at 
every point in (x, k) phase space, but it does not necessarily 
have a single-valued projection onto x space.7 The divisions 
between regions of the phase space solution that have a single-
valued projection onto x space occur at caustics, and when the 
solution is divided into distinct sections that individually have 
single-valued projections onto x space, the regions are referred 
to as “sheets.” In ray-based CBET calculations, a ray from each 
sheet interacts with every other sheet at a given point in x space. 
Accordingly, the sum in Eq. (3) is restricted to rays on distinct 
sheets. The time-enveloped electric field is reconstructed from 
the eikonal solution by summing over sheets: 
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where zj is the phase corresponding to the field amplitude 
Ej. Additional subtleties are involved with ray-based CBET 
calculations at caustics because the electromagnetic-field 
amplitude in the eikonal approximation is singular. This topic 
will be discussed in a future publication (none of the ray-based 
calculations presented in this article included caustics).

The ray-based CBET calculations presented in this article 
discretized the ray trajectories on a Cartesian grid. Figure 151.12 
shows a representation of the ray indexing scheme for two 
interacting beams, where rays 1 and 2 correspond to one beam 
and rays 3 and 4 correspond to the other beam. As an example 
of the indexing for the interactions, the crossing of rays 2 and 
4 in grid cell 3 corresponds to the ray energies Wij " W22 and 
Wkl " W42 with the interaction coefficient .ij

kl
22
42"p p  Note that 

this example uses the ray energies at the grid cell entrance to 
calculate the interaction, but the numerical scheme converges 
to the same result if the midpoint or endpoint is used instead. 
Discretization onto a grid has the advantage of simplicity when 
determining the ray interactions because this step is reduced 
to simply looking at the other rays crossing a given grid cell, 
which also makes this step straightforward for parallel com-
putation. The disadvantage, relative to interpolation-based 
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Figure 151.12
Indexing scheme for the ray paths and cross-beam energy transfer (CBET) 
grid for two interacting laser beams. The ray paths are divided according to 
their intersections with grid cell boundaries.

approaches, is that the rays must be dense enough that at least 
one ray from each sheet passes through each grid cell in the 
region where CBET is occurring for the solution to be valid. 

1. Speckle in Ray-Based CBET
The laser beams used in ICF experiments pass through 

distributed phase plates (DPP’s) that produce a speckle pat-
tern consisting of many local minima and maxima at the focal 
plane.13,19 The boundary condition for the electric field of a 
DPP beam injected at z = 0 can be modeled using

 , , , , ,x y z t t eE E k0 i k x

k

k= = : z+_ _ _i i i/  (5)

where the sum is over beamlets generated by the DPP with 
distinct wave vectors k and random phases (zk) (Ref. 18). The 
eikonal solution for the electromagnetic fields with this bound-
ary condition cannot be calculated from a single sheet of rays 
because the wavefront is not locally a plane wave, but it is a 
superposition of many plane waves, so the field is obtained 
by taking the coherent sum of the ray-trace solution for each 
term in Eq. (5). For a given boundary condition, this gives the 
same solution for the fields as the wave-based calculation in 
the absence of CBET (in regions of space where the eikonal 
approximation is valid). The superposition solution used to cal-

culate the fields cannot be applied to CBET, however, because 
the energy transfer is not linear in the electric field.37

To approximately include speckle effects in the ray-based 
CBET calculation, the local intensity variations were calculated 
using the superposition solution for the unperturbed electro-
magnetic fields and interpolated onto the ray trajectories used 
in the plane-wave calculation. The rest of the CBET calculation 
is identical to the plane-wave case with the intensity variations 
along the ray trajectories appearing as an additional term in 
the exponent in Eq. (3).

The primary increase in computational cost associated with 
the speckle model is that the speckles must be resolved on the 
CBET grid, which typically requires several-times-better spa-
tial resolution for convergence than is needed for plane-wave 
beams. The transverse correlation length of a speckled beam 
is given by the product of the laser wavelength of the f number 
and the focusing optic ( fm0) (Ref. 38), which is +2 nm for the 
typical laser configurations used in ICF experiments ( f/6.7 
lenses and 0.351-nm light).13 

We expect that a plane-wave approximation will be suf-
ficient over some range of interaction configurations, and that 
the proposed model for including speckle effects in ray-based 
CBET calculations will extend this range, but a more-complete 
model is required to test the limits of these approximations.

LPSE
LPSE solves the time-enveloped Maxwell’s equations 

coupled to the low-frequency plasma response in the fluid 
approximation. The plasma response is linearized around an 
inhomogeneous background density and flow velocity profile.16 
The time-enveloped wave equation for the electric field is
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and oei is the electron–ion collision frequency. The physical 
electric field is given by , .expt i tE E xR 0- ~=u _ _i i8 B  
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The equations for the low-frequency plasma response are
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where W / d • dU, U0 is the background flow profile, cs is the 
sound speed, mi is the ion mass, and IAWot  is a phenomenologi-
cal operator used to reproduce Landau damping of IAW’s,23 
which is implemented by applying a constant damping of 

2IAWo  in k space (the factor of 1/2 appears because oIAW is 
the energy damping rate, and the damping is applied to the wave 
amplitudes in LPSE). The density is ne(x,t) = n0(x) + dn(x,t) 
and the flow velocity is U(x,t) = U0(x) + dU(x,t). LPSE uses 
a total-field/scattered-field approach, where the laser beams 
are injected inside of the total-field region and the scattered-
field region acts as an absorbing boundary. Further details of 
the numerical algorithm and benchmarking can be found in 
Refs. 16 and 39.

Comparison Between LPSE Numerical Solutions  
and the Ray-Based Model 

This section is divided into subsections corresponding to 
interactions between linearly polarized beams in a plasma with a 
constant density and linearly varying flow, interactions between 
linearly polarized beams in ICF-relevant plasma conditions, 
and interactions between beams with polarization smoothing.

1. Homogeneous Plasma
Figure 151.13 shows the magnitude of the steady-state elec-

tric field from a 2-D LPSE simulation of the interaction between 
two counter-propagating speckled beams in a plasma with a 
linear flow velocity profile given by .x xc x0 005 1v sflow -= +t_ _i i 
and a constant density . .n n 0 01e c =  The other plasma param-
eters were Te = 2 keV, Ti = 1 keV, Z = 3.1, A = 5.3 (ion mass in 
amu), and . .0 2sIAWo ~ =  The grid size was 80 # 240 nm2 
(3168 # 9504 grid cells) and the simulations were run until 
a steady state was established (4 ps). The speckle patterns 
correspond to f/6.7 lenses and were generated by launching 
128 beamlets from each boundary with top-hat intensity 
distributions in wave-vector space [Eq. (5)] and fourth-order 
super-Gaussian distributions in physical space. The average 
initial intensity of the pump (seed) beam was 2 # 1015 W/cm2 
(1 # 1012 W/cm2); both beams were polarized out of the plane 
(the average intensity is defined here as the peak intensity that 
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Figure 151.13
Magnitude of the time-enveloped electric field from an LPSE simulation 
of two counter-propagating beams with initial average intensities of 2 #  
1015 W/cm2 and 1 # 1012 W/cm2.

a plane-wave beam would have for the same beam width and 
flux). The beams were launched 4 nm inside the simulation 
boundaries, and the outer 2 nm of the simulation grid were 
absorbing. The seed beam is not visible at its injection point (x = 
36 nm) because of its low initial intensity, but it can be seen in 
the scattered region at the bottom of the image, where it exits 
with an average intensity of 3.2 # 1014 W/cm2 corresponding 
to a gain of 5.8 (the gain is defined as the log of the incident 
seed-beam energy over the outgoing seed-beam energy).

Figure 151.14 shows lineouts of the LPSE field magnitude 
from Fig. 151.13 for the (a) pump and (b) seed beams at their 
respective exit planes (blue) and the corresponding result from 
the ray-based calculation (red). The two methods give nearly 
identical results for the field of the pump beam because it lost 
only 32% of its initial energy. The seed beam was amplified by 
more than 300#, and the two speckle patterns look completely 
different. Despite the significant differences in the structure of 
the calculated fields, the gain predicted by the ray-based model 
was only 0.8% lower than the wave-based calculation (the gain 
from the ray-based calculation using plane-wave beams was 
38% lower). The ray-based calculation does not reproduce the 
detailed structure of the fields because the local variations in 
the direction of the wavefront were neglected when the magni-
tude of the fields was interpolated onto the ray trajectories from 
the plane-wave calculation. The interpolation procedure gives 
the correct statistical variations in the laser intensity, which is 
why the average CBET from the wave-based calculation was 
reproduced, but after energy is transferred, it is forced to fol-
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Figure 151.14
(a) Lineout of Fig. 151.13 at x = 37 nm (blue), which corresponds to the scat-
tered field of the pump beam. The corresponding lineout from the ray-based 
calculation is shown in red. (b) Similar lineouts at x = –37 nm corresponding 
to the scattered field of the seed beam. Labels (1) and (2) correspond to the 
exit plane labels in Fig. 151.13.

poorly to many beam systems, the grid resolution requirement 
is typically lower by a factor of 10 to 100 per dimension.

Figure 151.15 shows the results of a number of calculations 
similar to the one depicted in Fig. 151.13, where the pump 
intensity and the angle between the pump and seed beam were 
varied. The gains from the speckled-beam calculations are 
compared to those obtained in calculations that were identi-
cal except the speckled beams were replaced with plane-wave 
beams. For the case of counter-propagating beams, there is a 
difference of more than two e foldings in the energy gain for the 
speckled beams relative to the plane-wave beams at the highest 
pump intensity. At lower intensities, the difference diminishes. 
When the angle between the beams is increased, the difference 
between the plane-wave and speckled cases is reduced, and 
for more than 30° between the beams, there is no significant 
difference. Figure 151.15(d) shows the beam geometry used for 
these comparisons, which was chosen so that the peak of the 
CBET resonance was always at Mach 1.

low the ray trajectories whereas it follows the local wavefront 
in the wave-based calculation.

The advantage of the ray-based calculation is a signifi-
cant reduction in computational cost. The LPSE calculation 
depicted in Fig. 151.13 took one hour on 792 CPU cores, while 
the corresponding ray-based calculation took only a few min-
utes on a desktop computer. For a given grid resolution, the 
computational cost of the LPSE calculation is proportional to 
the number of grid cells O(NG). The relevant computational 
requirement for the ray-based CBET calculation is the number 
of pairwise interactions between rays, which is ,O N N2

G B` j  
where NB is the number of laser beams. The grid resolution 
in LPSE is determined by the need to resolve the wavelength 
of light, while in the ray-based calculation, it is necessary to 
resolve spatial variations in the laser intensity and hydrody-
namic conditions. Although the quadratic dependence on the 
number of laser beams causes the ray-based calculation to scale 
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Figure 151.15 also shows the corresponding gains calcu-
lated using the ray-based CBET model. The ray-based model 
shows excellent agreement with the full-wave calculation for 
the interaction between plane waves, which indicates that the 
assumptions made in the ray-based model that are not related 
to beam speckle are valid in this configuration. The ray-based 
model also shows very good agreement with the speckled-beam 
results, and the calculated gains in the ray-based model always 
fall within one standard deviation of the LPSE gain averaged 
over different speckle realizations. The fact that the ray-based 
speckle model is in such good agreement with the wave-based 
calculations even when the plane-wave assumption gives a 
very poor approximation suggests that this is an extremely 
useful modification for including speckle effects in ray-based 
laser-plasma simulations. An additional benefit of the ray-based 
speckle model is that it inherently gives a more-realistic laser-
energy deposition profile than a plane-wave approximation. 

The maximum intensity used in Fig. 151.15 was chosen to 
keep the filamentation control parameter38 
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below 1 ( f is the f number and I14 is the laser intensity in units 
of 1014 W/cm2). At the highest average intensity GP/PcH = 0.22. 
This is right at the limit where the highest-intensity speckles 
could potentially filament, but no filamentation was observed 
in the simulations depicted in Fig. 151.15. This was necessary 
for the comparison to the ray-based CBET model because the 
equations solved by LPSE implicitly include filamentation but 
the ray model does not.

The trends in Fig. 151.15 can be understood qualitatively by 
considering the average intensity over the CBET interaction 
region because the energy transfer is exponential in both the 
pump intensity and the interaction length. When the beams 
are counter-propagating, some of the speckles will see an 
increased pump intensity along the entire interaction length, 
giving exponentially larger gains, while the partially com-
pensating reduction in the fraction of the beam profile that 
undergoes significant CBET is only a linear effect. When the 
angle between the beams is large, a given seed speckle will 
interact with many high- and low-intensity pump speckles, and 
the product of interaction length and pump intensity integrated 
over the interaction region averages out to the same value as for 
plane-wave beams. The same logic applies to the longitudinal 
extent of the speckles. In this example the speckles were longer 

than the interaction region, but as the length of the interaction 
region is increased relative to the length of the speckles, the 
plane-wave gains are eventually recovered regardless of the 
relative beam orientation. 

2. Amplitude of Density Perturbations
In addition to modifying the CBET gain, most of the CBET 

between speckled beams happens in localized hot spots, which 
can lead to larger density perturbations than occur when 
plane-wave beams interact. Figure 151.16 shows the ratio of 
root-mean-square (rms) density perturbations for a speckled-
beam simulation and the corresponding plane-wave simulation. 
The ratio is always larger than 1, indicating that the typical 
density perturbation is larger for the speckled-beam interac-
tion than for the plane-wave interaction. Although LPSE does 
not include the relevant physics, nonlinear effects become 
important at large dn/n and cause CBET to saturate.15,38 Note 
that the amplitude of the density perturbations is insensitive 
to the relative beam angle, which shows that this is not simply 
a result of increased CBET.
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Figure 151.16
Root-mean-square (rms) density perturbation from LPSE simulations for the 
interaction between speckled beams divided by the rms density perturbation 
for the interaction between plane-wave beams. The rms perturbation was taken 
from the region y = [–70,70] and x = [0,30]. The region was offset toward larger 
x so that the energy gain of the seed beam did not have a significant impact 
on the amplitude of the density perturbations. The error bars correspond to 
the standard deviation for three different speckle realizations.

To test the qualitative impact of nonlinear saturation, the 
LPSE simulations depicted in Fig. 151.15 were repeated with a 
clamp on the amplitude of the density perturbations Kdn/nK # 
0.01. This clamp was chosen to be more restrictive than the 
expected Kdn/nK + 0.1 threshold38 to exaggerate the impact of 
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nonlinear saturation. Previous studies using a code similar to 
LPSE have shown that an even more restrictive clamp on dn/n 
is required to obtain quantitative agreement with scattered-
light measurements in indirect-drive ICF experiments.40 
Figure 151.17 compares the LPSE gains plotted in Fig. 151.15 
and the clamped simulations (only one speckle realization was 
simulated at each condition and compared to the correspond-
ing simulation that used the same seed for random phase 
generation). At all relative beam angles and intensities, the 
perturbation-limited results are essentially indistinguishable for 
the plane-wave simulations, but in the speckled-beam simula-
tions, the clamp reduced the amount of CBET significantly.

3. OMEGA Implosions
Although the subscale calculations presented in the previ-

ous section show that speckles can increase the CBET gain, 
the effect on laser absorption in direct-drive ICF experiments 
is expected to be small for two main reasons: (1) the single-
beam intensities in ICF experiments are usually about an order 
of magnitude lower than the lowest intensity from Fig. 151.15; 
and (2) in a 3-D spherical implosion, the fraction of the solid 
angle that corresponds to nearly counter-propagating rays is 
small. The effect could be greater in indirect-drive ICF where 
many of the beams are nearly co-propagating although the 
single-beam intensities are still relatively low.15

Figure 151.18 shows the steady-state magnitude of the 
electric-field envelope and the corresponding ion-density per-
turbations for plane-wave and speckled-beam 2-D LPSE simu-
lations of two f/6.7 s-polarized beams interacting in a realistic 
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Figure 151.18
Amplitude of the electric-field envelope in a full-scale two-beam LPSE simu-
lation (at 12 ps) using ICF-relevant plasma conditions with (a) plane-wave 
beams and (b) speckled beams at initial intensities of 2 # 1014 W/cm2. The 
corresponding density perturbations are shown in (c) and (d). The critical 
density is denoted by white dashed circles. The electromagnetic-field (density-
perturbation) grid was 40,000 # 40,000 (80,000 # 80,000) cells. The small-scale 
rings in the fields are aliasing artifacts associated with the wavelength-scale 
perturbations on the high-resolution grids. 

direct-drive ICF plasma profile from the 1-D radiation–hydro-
dynamics code LILAC.41 The beams were injected at normal 
incidence 22 nm inside the minimum x and y boundaries. The 
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angle between the beams was set to 90° because it gives nearly 
maximal CBET.10 In Fig. 151.18(a), the field amplitude of the 
incident beams is visibly reduced after they cross through the 
caustic of the other beam. Because the outgoing portion of the 
beams gain energy from the incident beams, this interaction 
leads to a reduction in the total laser absorption. The density 
perturbations shown in Figs. 151.18(a) and 151.18(b) indicate 
where CBET occurs. The dominant interaction regions are in 
the beam caustics crossing through the middle of the other 
incoming beam and near to the critical density where the 
beams are reflected. The interaction at near-critical density is 
seeded by the reflected beam and is referred to as self-CBET. 
Self-CBET is typically not as energetically important as the 
interaction between distinct beams because it occurs at high 
densities and most of the energy that is transferred is still 
absorbed. The speckled-beam calculations are qualitatively 
similar to the plane-wave calculations in terms of where CBET 
occurs with the additional restriction that most of the CBET 
occurs in high-intensity speckles.

Two-beam simulations were performed at two different 
single-beam intensities, 1 # 1014 W/cm2 and 2 # 1014 W/cm2. 
These intensities are higher than the single-beam intensities in 
ICF experiments, but there are many more beams interacting in 
that case. The intensities were chosen to give a non-negligible 
reduction in laser absorption resulting from CBET while stay-
ing below the filamentation threshold. In the absence of CBET, 
the percentage of the incident laser energy that was absorbed 
by the plasma in the simulations similar to those shown in 
Fig. 151.18 was 94% regardless of beam type/intensity. For laser 
intensities of 1 # 1014 W/cm2, the absorption was 90.5% (89.2%) 
for the plane-wave (speckled) beams, and for laser intensities 
of 2 # 1014 W/cm2, the absorption was 85.4% (82.8%) for the 
plane-wave (speckled) beams. In both cases the reduction in 
laser absorption was +30% larger for the speckled-beam simu-
lations (relative to the no-CBET simulations). However, this 
configuration should significantly overestimate the impact of 
speckles because of the high single-beam intensities.

To test the effect of using many lower-intensity beams, 
2-D quarter-scale, 16-beam LPSE simulations were run using 
single-beam intensities of 4 # 1014 W/cm2. The beams were 
injected uniformly at 22.5° increments. In the quarter-scale, 
16-beam configuration, the plane-wave simulation had 67% 
absorption and the speckled-beam simulation had 66.8% 
absorption (98% absorption without CBET). Despite the signifi-
cant reduction in absorption caused by CBET, the plane-wave 
and speckled-beam simulations had nearly the same total laser 
absorption, which suggests that the use of many lower-intensity 

beams smooths out single-beam speckle effects but does not 
diminish the impact of CBET.30 Accordingly, a plane-wave 
approximation is expected to be sufficient for calculations of 
CBET between linearly polarized beams in many-beam direct-
drive ICF applications.

4. Polarization Smoothing
Polarization smoothing is typically accounted for in 

ray-based CBET models by multiplying the gain coefficient 
calculated for parallel-polarized beams [ ij

klp  in Eq. (3)] by 
a factor of ,cos1 42i+_ i  where i is the angle between the 
interacting rays. This factor is obtained by assuming random 
relative polarizations of the interacting beams and spatially 
averaged incoherence between the two polarization compo-
nents of each beam.15 This approximation can be tested by 
comparing the ray model to LPSE simulations, which have 
full polarization effects.

Figure 151.19 shows the results of a series of comparisons 
between the LPSE and the ray-based model using polarization 
smoothing and two different f numbers (6.7 and 3) at pump-
beam intensities of 5 # 1014 W/cm2. The plasma conditions 
were the same as discussed in Homogeneous Plasma (p. 132) 
(homogeneous density and constant flow velocity gradient), and 
polarization smoothing was obtained by splitting the energy 
of the incident beams evenly between s and p polarizations. 
The two polarizations had statistically independent speckle 
realizations. The gain calculated by LPSE was higher than 
the gain in the ray-based model for all but the orthogonal f/3 
beams. The gains are higher for the f/6.7 because their longi-
tudinal correlation length (2rf 2m0 . 100 nm) is longer than 
the interaction volume,38 so the assumption of incoherence 
between the polarization components when averaged over the 
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interaction region is violated. The speckle length for the f/3 
beams is expected to be in better agreement with the ray-based 
calculation because of the reduced speckle length (+20 nm).

There is a significant difference between the wave-based 
and ray-based results shown in Fig. 151.19, even though the 
intensity was only 5 # 1014 W/cm2, and the gains were much 
lower than for the corresponding linearly polarized calcula-
tions. The discrepancy between LPSE and the ray-based model 
in the case where the beams are orthogonal is readily explained 
by noting that the in-plane components of the beams’ polariza-
tions do not interact, and the out-of-plane components have the 
same interaction as two linearly polarized beams with half of 
the energy. If the average intensity amplification for the lin-
early polarized case is written I/I0 = eG, then this should give 

,I I e1 2/G
0

2= +_ i  whereas using the factor of cos1 42i+_ i  
gives I/I0 = eG/4.

In the case of counter-propagating beams, the difference can 
be understood by using a simple square-wave model, where a 
speckled beam is treated as having a beam spot profile with 
twice the average intensity over half of the beam profile and 
zero intensity over the rest. If the speckles are random, the 
interaction between two linearly polarized counter-propagating 
beams will have the same statistical properties as the interac-
tion between the two beam profiles depicted in Fig. 151.20(a). 
The interaction can be broken up into four situations that occur 
with equal probability, only one of which results in any CBET 
(it is assumed here that the speckles are much longer than the 
interaction region). The expected intensity amplification is 

.I I e1 2G
0

2
speckle

= +` _j i  Comparing this to the amplification 

using the average intensity (I/I0)avg = eG, the first nonvanishing 
term in the Taylor expansion of the difference is (I/I0)speckle–  
(I/I0)avg . G2/2, quadratic in the gain.

The same model can be used for polarization-smoothed 
beams, but each of the beams must also be split into two 
orthogonal polarizations. There are now four equally probable 
combinations of amplitude and polarization within each beam 
and 16 possible types of interactions between beams that are 
depicted in Fig. 151.20(b). Adding up the various contributions 
to the amplification gives / .I I e e1 2 3 8G G

0
2

PS
= + +` _j i  This 

should be compared to the amplification that is used in the 
ray-based model, (I/I0)PS(rays) = eG/2, which to leading order 
gives (I/I0)PS–(I/I0)PS(rays) . G/8. The lowest-order correc-
tion is linear in G, consistent with the deviation between the 
wave- and ray-based calculations occurring at lower gains for 
polarization-smoothed beams than for linearly polarized beams. 

The comparisons shown in Fig. 151.19 are useful for illus-
trating why CBET between polarization-smoothed beams 
might not agree with ray-based calculations, but they do not 
represent a fair comparison because the relative polarizations 
of the interacting beams were not random. Figure 151.21 shows 
the results of calculations where the initial polarization of the 
two beams was chosen randomly (and independently) before 
applying phase plates and polarization smoothing. For the f/6.7 
beams, the average gain over realizations still differs from 
the ray-based model because of the large speckle length. The 
calculations using f/3 beams are in good agreement with the 
ray-based model, which suggests that the gain multiplier used 
to correct for polarization smoothing in the ray-based models 
is accurate when the underlying assumptions are satisfied. 
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Figure 151.20
Beam profiles with the same statistical properties as a square-wave speckle 
model for (a) linearly polarized beams and (b) polarization-smoothed beams 
split evenly between s and p polarization.
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The discrepancy at larger f numbers could be significant in 
ICF experiments because the gradient scale lengths are typi-
cally comparable to the speckle length of the drive beams. In 
Fig. 151.18(c), the majority of the CBET is occurring in the 
“wings” in the lower left part of the image, where the caustic 
of the outgoing beam gains energy as it crosses the center of 
the incoming beam. The spatial extent of this transfer region 
is K100 nm.

Summary
The impact of beam speckle and polarization smoothing 

on CBET was studied using the full-wave LPI code LPSE. 
The results were compared to ray-based calculations using 
a code that is based on the ray models used to simulate ICF 
experiments. The ray-based model tends to underpredict the 
amount of CBET when the assumption of spatially averaged 
incoherence over the length of the interaction region is violated. 
A ray-based speckle model was presented that gives excellent 
agreement with the wave-based calculations over a broad range 
of gains and relative beam angles. 

At all relative angles, the CBET interaction between speck-
led beams generates larger rms density perturbations than the 
corresponding plane-wave interaction. These enhanced density 
perturbations could lead to the earlier onset of nonlinear satura-
tion of CBET between speckled beams. The single-beam inten-
sities in ICF experiments are not sufficient for this effect to be 
significant, but it could play a role in many-beam interactions.

For linearly polarized beams, the large gain (L1) and small 
relative beam angle that were required to see a significant 
difference between the plane-wave and speckled-beam cal-
culations suggest that a plane-wave approximation should not 
result in a significant error in laser-absorption calculations for 
direct-drive ICF. This conclusion is supported by LPSE simula-
tions in hydrodynamic profiles relevant to direct-drive ICF that 
showed a modest reduction in laser absorption for two-beam 
interactions and almost no reduction in laser absorption for a 
16-beam interaction. For polarization-smoothed beams, there 
is a significant difference between the wave- and ray-based 
results at modest gains and over a broader range of relative 
beam angles, which could have an impact on CBET calcula-
tions for ICF.
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